
CARE CONNEX
PLAYBOOK



Healthcare Costs by the numbers
There are savings to be found, you just need to know 
 where to look. Care Connex is here to help. 

How much more standard insurance will pay for 
your hospital charges than someone on Medicare 
– for the exact same procedure and same
care team.250%

How much more you’ll pay to see a doctor 
in-person versus online – where there’s no 
waiting room.50%

How much you’ll pay for an MRI or lab test at 
a hospital versus a local, independent lab or 
radiologist – where the quality is often better.400%

How much more you’ll pay for certain knee and 
back procedures when scheduled at a hospital 
versus an outpatient center – where the care 
team is focused and specialized.30%



the GAME
PLAN

Visit Any Hospital

Our Advocates Are Here for You

Contact Your Personal Care NavigatorPLAY1

PLAY3

PLAY2

Your employer is concerned about the rising cost of healthcare, so they are 
adding several new plays to your company’s healthcare playbook.  
Instead of increased (and often costly) payroll contributions, Care Connex  
changes the way health benefits are delivered to you or your family:

Welcome to the  
Care Connex program



Contact Your Personal Care Navigator
to Schedule Surgery Center & Imaging Visits 

Flexibility = Savings

When you’re informed you need a non-emergency MRI, CT, PET scan 
or surgical procedure, contact your Health Plan to see if your surgery  
is eligible before scheduling. 

Examples: Colonoscopies, Hernia Repair, Knee Replacement Surgery 

The Care Navigator will attempt to locate quality medical providers  
with competitive bundled pricing (e.g. Surgeon, Anesthesiologist, etc.) in 
your area. This process can take up to two weeks. If successful,  they will 
present you with options, your financial responsibility and  schedule your 
procedure. 

PLAY1



Visit Any Hospital 

Our Advocates Are Here for You

When you visit a facility or hospital, the claim will be: 

∙ Audited ∙ Fairly-priced ∙ Paid to the facility

If the facility wants additional payment, they may send you a bill for the 
remaining balance (called a “balance bill”).

If you are contacted for additional payments, immediately contact your 
Patient Advocate at (800)425-9373.

If your surgery is urgent, is not eligible for Care Connex or you do not 
wish to use Care Connex, your Health Plan allows you to visit any hospital 
or facility you want. You are no longer bound by the restrictions of  
“In-Network” or “Out-of-Network”.

PLAY3

PLAY2



Make sure to pay the provider directly only for your patient responsibility 
(copayments, deductible and coinsurance), located on your Explanation 
of Benefits. If you can’t pay the entire bill, setup a payment arrangement. 
Failure to make timely payments consistently will limit your Patient 
Advocate’s ability to protect you against balance billing and may even 
expose you to additional financial liability.

Patient responsibility is a   
critical component of the Care Connex program.



More Information

HOURS

CONTACT

Monday - Friday: 8 am - 7 pm EST 

Saturday - Sunday: CLOSED

(888) 641-8834 
carenavigator@advancedpricing.com
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